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3Time for Better English

About this Book

“Time for Better English” Book 4 is the fourth in a 
series that introduces ‘explicit teaching’ for grammar, 
punctuation, spelling, the presentation of text types 
and writing scaffolds. Activities have been developed 
around the NAPLAN framework for reading along 
with specific aspects, directives, suggestions and 
guidelines from the National Curriculum. 

The book will allow a student to develop a knowledge 
and understanding of grammar, conventions in 
punctuation, rules for spelling, writing skills and key 
elements of various text types.

Each unit introduces a topic using a text type. 
Activities for that unit are then developed around the 
topic. It is recommended, the teacher completes 
all activities in a unit as each unit treats grammar, 
punctuation, spelling and writing around the subject 
of the text type. A teacher may choose to treat units 
in any order, but be mindful that the grammar and 
punctuation aspects build from unit to unit.

The topic of the text introduces the student to reading 
for understanding similar to the NAPLAN testing 
program. As the student progresses through the units 
he or she becomes familiar with questioning about a 
text in this format.

In each unit a definition, explanation and examples 
of grammar are presented for the student. Activities 
to practise the specific part of grammar are provided 

to help in the 
understanding and 
application of that 
grammar in his or 
her writing.

Different conventions 
for punctuation 
are also defined 
for the student. This is then followed by examples 
and activities for lessons in the book. As a student 
completes a unit, knowledge about the convention 
will build. This will then be reflected in the student’s 
writing.

A variety of spelling rules and activities are introduced 
throughout the book. Words for each unit come from 
the text. Word building is also treated in some units.

The student is also encouraged to complete a writing 
activity in each unit. Writing scaffolds are presented 
to help the student construct meaningful texts for a 
specific purpose.

Using “Time for Better English” will help the student 
develop skills in English. With ‘explicit teaching’ 
and practice activities, the student will gain an 
understanding of language and its conventions. 
With that understanding the student will develop 
confidence in using grammar, punctuation and 
spelling when creating written text.

Message to Parents
This book will help parents understand grammar, punctuation, spelling and writing. 
Use that understanding to help your child develop the skills to be confident in all 
aspects of English. Encourage, praise and help where you can at home. Your 
encouragement will play a big part in your child’s learning at school and beyond.

Time for Better English 
Book 4
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4 Time for Better English

Overview/Register
An Overview for each unit of work is provided to help the busy teacher impart knowledge and understanding of conventions 
in English. The teacher can use this Overview to register work covered in each unit.

Year 4 Programme Overview

Unit
Text Type & 

Reading
Grammar Sentences Punctuation Spelling Reg.

1
Narrative 

The Hare and  
the Tortoise

Common and  
Proper Nouns

Beginnings 
and Endings of 

Statements  
Simple Sentences

Sentence 
Punctuation

Word Meanings 
rule:  Words ending in 

‘y’ change ‘y’ to ‘i’ before 
adding ‘ly’

2

Information 
report  

Comets. Asteroids 
and Meteoroids

Adjectives -  
Describing nouns

Simple Sentences 
and Statements

Proper Nouns  and  
Capital Letters

Scrambled words  Word 
Meanings Word building 

Prefix ‘ir’ and ‘dis’

3 Factual recount  
Amelia Earhart

Action Verbs & 
the Past Tense in 

recounts

Simple Sentences 
with Subject/Verb/

Object 

Sentence 
Punctuation and   

Proper Nouns

 Syllabification Editing Text 
root Words – ‘aeros’ 

4

Visual Text 
Advertisement 

Description   
The Time Machine     

Adjectives 
describing  

Nouns

Subject/Verb 
Agreement

Capital Letters for 
Proper Nouns

Missing letters 
List words in sentences 
rule: Singular to Plural – 

words ending in ‘y’

5 Procedure  
Cooking for Kids

Commands and 
Action Verbs in 

Procedures

Clauses 
Independent or 
(main) Clause - 

Dependent Clauses

Contractions 
e.g. It is - it’s 
use of the 

Apostrophe

Compound words 
Syllabification  

Word meanings 
Homophones 

Paw, pour, poor; Steel, steal

6 Poetry  
The Holiday

Finite and  
Non-Finite Verbs Where Adverbials

Conjunctions 
and  Compound 

Sentences 

Compound Words 
Word Meanings 

Editing Text  Homophones – 
wear and where

7
Description 

The Hammerhead 
Shark

Adjectives and Noun 
groups

Subject/Verb 
Agreement

Commas  between 
Adjectives & in lists 

Scrambled Words Antonyms 
Homophones - sight/site 

prey/pray. Technical Words

8 Narrative  
Moving

Personal Pronouns
Pronouns as 
Subjects and 

Objects

Quotation Marks/ 
Speech

Word Meanings Compound 
Words Homophones – 
 know/no  quiet/quite  

Silent ‘k’ words

9 Visual 
Map of Paxton

Adjectives 
Describing Nouns

Adjectival Clauses 
as Dependent 

Clauses

Commas in Clauses 
and between items 
or names in a list

Syllabification 
Suffixes – ‘shun’ sound 
Words with silent  – ‘s’ 

Suffix ‘ly’ forming adverbs

10 recount  
Darcy’s Holiday

Adverbs - use to 
show how, when, 
where and why.

Adverbial Phrases

Capitals for  
Proper Nouns 
Apostrophe of 

Possession

Compound Words using 
‘where’ Homophones – 
strait/straight; ate/eight 
Prefix ‘all’  - drop one ‘l’.  

11
Information 

report  
Piranhas

Adjectives – 
Comparative & 

Superlative

Adjectives and 
Noun groups

Capital Letters for 
Titles and Headings 

in Text Types

Measurement Words 
Abbreviations 

using ‘full’ as a Suffix.   
Drop one ‘l’

12
Exposition  
Letter to the 

Manager

Prepositions and 
Adverbial Phrases

Modality and 
Persuasive Devices

Contraction ‘not’ 
using an apostrophe 
e.g. can not = can’t 

it is = it’s

Word Meanings 
Classifications  

root Word 'monos'

13 Timetable  
A Day at Camp

Preposition or 
Adverb?

using Prepositions 
and Adverbs 
Cohesion and 
Conjunctions

Paragraphs

Bird Classification  
Word Knowledge 
Nouns ending in  
s,x,z,sh and ch  

add ‘es’ to form the plural. 

14 Explanation  
How do Birds Fly?

Nouns and Noun 
groups   

Topic Information 
Technical Language

Cohesion and 
Conjunctions 
Sequence of 

Events

Apostrophes for 
Possession 
Mary’s cat 
Sam’s car

Homophones   
practice and practise 

gerunds 
Suffix ‘ing’ 

15 Narrative 
Nat’s Party

Possessive Pronouns 
Possessive 

Adjectives and 
gender

Saying Verbs Exclamation Mark 
Commands

Scrambled Words Ordinal 
Numbers Editing Text 

Singular and Plural Nouns 
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5Time for Better English

Unit Text Type Grammar Sentences Punctuation Spelling Reg.

16

Procedure  
How to Make a 
Paddle-Wheel 

Boat

Articles  
Definite ‘the’ and  
Indefinite ‘a’, ‘an’

Complex Sentences 
with Non-finite Verbs 

and Action Verbs

Quoted Speech 
and Inverted 

Commas

Silent Letters. Prefix ‘re’. 
Long vowel sound ‘i’ as in 

‘eye’. Most Nouns ending in 
‘o’ add ‘es’ to form the plural. 

rule Exceptions 

17

request and a 
recount  

Be Cool Around  
the Pool

relating Verbs 
in Present Tense 

am, is, are, 

Simple  Present 
Tense Ellipsis

Syllables Homophones –  
bored, board. ‘Q’ is always 
followed by ‘u’  Except in 
QANTAS. Word Meanings

18
Description  

The Fairy Penguin
Factual Adjectives 
Modal Adjectives

Complex Sentences 
using Adjectival 

Clauses

Sequencing 
Events

Syllables. Silent Letters 
Homophones – weigh, way, 
whey. Homonyms - sole and 

sole  Silent ‘e’ at end of word 
makes vowel before say its 

long letter name.

19
recount 

Stage Fright!

relating Verbs and 
the Past Tense 

Past Tense or Present 
Tense?

Time Phrases

Capital Letters for 
Proper Nouns, and 
Personal Pronoun 

“I”. Full Stop

Long vowel sound of ‘e’ ‘ee’  
‘ea’  Syllables Editing Text 

Words ending in ‘e’  
drop ‘e’ to add ‘ing’   

remember –  E goes away 
when INg is in play.

20

Discussion  
Should Children 
Choose Their 

Own Bed-time?

rEVISION  
Nouns and Noun 

groups. Pronouns. 
Verbs and Verb 

groups.  Adverbs and 
Adverbial Phrases

rEVISION 
Prepositions  
Conjunctions 
Contractions

rEVISION 
Apostrophes to 

show possession

Syllables Prefix‘be’ 
Homophones –  
tired and tied 

Add ‘s’ to most nouns to 
make them plural.

21
response  

A Book Review

Verbs and Tense 
Simple Present 

Tense. The Present 
Continuous 

Present Participles 
with Helping Verbs 

(am, is, are)
Collective Nouns

Commas in Lists 
and between 

Phrases

List words in the  
Past Tense Forming Adverbs  

Homophones –  
their, there, they’re

22
recount  

The Pet Show
Thinking Verbs 

 and Future Tense

redundant Words 
and Pronouns. 

Changing Person 
in text

Contractions
Word building  using ‘every’ 
Silent letter ‘g’ – before ‘n’ 
saying  ‘n’ – e.g. gnome

23
Exposition  
Don’t Litter!

Feeling Verbs 

Abstract Nouns 
and Feeling Verbs. 
Irregular verbs in 

past tense

Quoted Speech 
and  Inverted 

Commas

Past Tense to  
Present Tense.  

Adding ‘ing’. Antonyms

24
Narrative  

A Maori Legend
Feeling Verbs 

Irregular Verbs in the 
Past and Present 

Tense

Quoted Speech 
and Inverted 

Commas

Tense –  
present to past tense. 

Antonyms –  
Words opposite in meaning.

25
Poetry 

It’s My Turn
Adverbs of Time 

Adverbial Phrases

Subject/Verb 
Agreement  

Abstract Nouns

Conjunctions  
‘and’  ‘but’  ‘so’ 

Antonyms and Homophones 
Mnemonics

26
glossary 

Polar Bears

Adverbs of Place 
Adverbials Phrases 

and Clauses

Complex  Sentences 
Adverbial Clauses

Apostrophe for 
Possession and 
for Contractions

‘ph’ words with  
sound of ‘f’.  

Syllabification

27
Information 

report  
Pirates

using Effective 
Adjectives to 

describe Nouns

Better words  
for ‘said’

Paragraphs and 
Spoken Words

Suffix ‘ment’. Nouns to Verbs. 
‘ought’ words. Homophones 

–  steel/steal. Editing Text

28
Explanation 

What Are 
Hiccups?

relative Pronouns 
and Adjectival 

Clauses

Sentences –  
simple, compound 

or complex  
Technical Words

Sentence 
Punctuation and 

question? comma, 
Exclamation !

Prefix – ex 
Homophones 
to, too, two

29
Narrative 

The Dreadful Gift

Demonstrative 
Adjectives 

gender – Masculine 
Feminine Common 

Neuter

Changing  meaning 
by changing gender  

in sentences
Capital Letters for 

Titles

Jumbled words. Editing Text. 
Double last consonant to add 

‘ing’

30

Information 

report 
Kangaroos and 

Wallabies

rEVISION 
Adjectives, Nouns 
Verbs & Adverbs

Complex Sentences 
and Dependent 

Clauses

rEVISION –  
Sentence 

Punctuation ,  ?  !

Suffix – ‘ous’ 
Adding ‘s’, ‘ed’ and ‘ing’ 

Abbreviations

30.  
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Once there were two friends, a hare and a tortoise.  One sunny day, Hare thought that it would be amusing to 
have a race.  He was a skilled runner and he was certain he would win.  Another friend, Fox, said, “Ready, set, 
go!” Off they went, and Hare quickly took the lead.  Tortoise just kept moving along, steadily, but very slowly.

After a while, Hare could not even see Tortoise.  She must certainly be a long way behind him.  The hot sun was 
making him sleepy, so he yawned and lay down in the soft grass by the side of the 
track.  Hare thought he had plenty of time so he decided to have a nap. Tortoise 
came along, saw him sleeping, smiled to herself and just kept on going.  

At last, half an hour later, Hare woke up and looked for the tortoise.  There she was 
– almost at the finish line!  Hare’s eyes almost popped out of his head!  He rushed 
after her, but it was too late.  Tortoise crept over the finish line and won the race. 

1. Shade the bubble that best answers each question.

 a. When did Tortoise smile?

   When Hare ran ahead.

   When she won the race.

    When they agreed to race.

   When she saw Hare asleep.

 c. Why did Hare take a nap instead of running?

    The day was very sunny.

    He was just too tired from running.

    The soft grass was so comfortable.

    He thought Tortoise would never catch  
   up to him.

 e. Hare’s eyes almost popped out of his head.   
  This means 

   his eyes hurt

   he was very surprised

   he couldn’t see anything

   he was running as fast as he could

 h. Where would you find this story?

   a book about animals      a book of fables

   a book of animal stories   an atlas

b. Which words tell us that Hare ran ahead?  

  took the lead

  moving along

   rushed after her

  good at running 

d. Which words best describe Hare?

  tired    sensible

  unwise   kind

f. What would be another good title for this text?

  Fox’s Friends

  The Cranky Tortoise

  The Sleepy Animals

  Hare Learns a Lesson

g. What is the text telling us?

  Don’t take naps.

  Keep your eyes open.

  Tortoises can be good runners.

  Slow and steady wins the race.

2. Answer each question in a complete sentence.

 a. What sort of day was it?  

 b. Why did Hare really want to have a race?  

 c. Where did the hare have his nap?  

 d. How long did Hare sleep for?  

 e. When Hare woke up, where did he expect Tortoise to be? 

  

Unit One   The Hare and the Tortoise                                                    Narrative
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1. Put these nouns in their correct column.   

A. Grammar Common Nouns 
Proper Nouns  
Statements  

Sentence Structure

Sentences
A sentence contains a complete idea. It begins with a capital letter  

and ends with a full stop. Statements are sentences that state facts.

3. Match the following sentence beginnings with their endings to make statements.

  Beginnings  Endings
 a. After dinner that evening  they became very excited.
 b. Before very long  the passengers waved goodbye.
 c. When the children saw their father  the car came to a stop.
 d. As the ship pulled away from the quay  we had left the coastline behind.
 e. Suddenly, without warning  everyone played board games.

B.  Punctuation
Sentences begin with a capital letter and end with a full stop. 

Proper Nouns also begin with a capital letter.

4. Re-write these sentences correctly on the lines below.
 a.  david and peter were wondering who would be their teacher this year

      

 b. in sydney we saw the art gallery and the chinese gardens near darling harbour

      

Nouns
Common nouns name things.  They begin with a small letter. 

Proper nouns name people and places.  They begin with a capital letter.

2. Underline the common nouns in the following sentences, then write them on the line below   
 each sentence. 

 a. May and her brother went to the shops to buy some presents for the birthday party.

  

 b. When they were on their way home, they stopped to look at the new kittens at Zoe’s house.

  

 c. Zoe’s mother was not home because she was working at the local shops on that day.

  

COMMON NOuNS PrOPEr NOuNSMarch, cat, box, 
Queensland, 

June, February, 
Ipswich, 

telephone, Josie, 
Samuel, pen, 
book, home, 

tiger, Zoe, Jamal, 
mice, mirror, 
Emily, teeth
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Spelling Rule

Words with a consonant followed by "y"  
change the “y” to “i” before adding "ly".

4. Change the following words by adding ‘ly’.   
 Write the new word on the line.

C. Spelling
Use look, say, cover, write and check o learn the list words, then write them in alphabetical order 
at column c.  NB. Words beginning with the same letter, look to the next letter to help place words 
in alphabetical order.

1. a. List b. Practise c. Alphabetical Order

  once  

  friends    

  thought  

  certain  

  steady  

  while  

  yawned  

  decided  

  finish  

  crept  

2. Complete each sentence using the correct list word.

 a.  The man  about going to the soccer game.

 b. Before long, it was  who should go.

 c. Are you  there will be time?

 d. The young boy  all through the movie.

 e. They will the game just in time.

12 1
2

3

4
567

8

9

10

11

Word Meanings
RULe:  Words 
ending in ‘y’ 

change ‘y’ to ‘i’ 
before adding ‘ly’

 a. easy   

 b. ready  

 c. happy 

 d.  merry    

 e. steady 

3.  Write a list word to complete each sentence.

   crept   steady   while   once   friends

 a. For  in his life, he was   
  on time for the game.

 b. It could be a  before   
  he gets back home.

 c. How  is that ladder for   
  you to climb?

 d. Boys and girls often have many 

  .

 e. They all  along the ground,  
  just like the Tortoise.

yawned     

decided        

thought        

certain        

finish
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D. Writing: Narratives
1. Practise using better words for ‘said’.  Replace ‘said’ in each sentence with another word.

asked      replied     suggested     puffed     remarked     yawned      shouted      agreed

 a. “Let’s have a race,” said  Hare.

 b.  “That’s a good idea,” said  Tortoise.

 c.  “Will I start the race?” said  Fox.

 d.  “Yes, thank you,” said  Hare.

 e.  “Hare is a very good runner,” said  Magpie.

 f.  “I am so tired,” said Hare, lying down.

 g. “Well done, Tortoise!” said  all the animals.

 h.  “I can’t believe you beat me!” said  Hare.

2. Write the conversation that Hare and Tortoise might have had after the race. 

	 •		Practise	using	better	words	for	‘said’.					•		Remember	to	start	a	new	line	for	each	speaker.
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Answers
unit 1   The Hare and the Tortoise                Narrative
reading P. 6 
1. a. When she saw Hare asleep.  b. took the lead  c. He thought Hare would   
 never catch him.  d. unwise  e. he was very surprised  f. Hare Learns a   
 Lesson.  g. Slow and steady wins the race.  h. a book of fables
2. a. It was a sunny day.  b. Hare was sure he would win.  
 c. He had a nap in the soft grass by the side of the track.   
 d. Hare slept for more than half an hour.   
 e. Hare expected that Tortoise would not have caught up with him yet.
grammar P. 7 
1. Common Nouns:  cat, box, telephone, pen, book, tiger, mice, mirror, home,  
 teeth   Proper Nouns: March, Queensland, June, February, Ipswich, Josie,  
 Samuel, Zoe, Jamal, Emily.   2. a. brother, shops, presents, party  b. home,  
 kittens, house  c. mother, home, shops, day
Sentences  P.7 
3. a. After dinner that evening, everyone played board games.
    b. Before very long, we left the coastline behind.
    c. When the children saw their father, they became very excited.
    d. As the ship pulled away from the quay, the passengers waved goodbye.
    e. Suddenly, without warning, the car came to a stop.
Punctuation P.7
4. a. David and Peter were wondering who would be their teacher this year.
    b. In Sydney, we saw the Art Gallery and the Chinese Gardens near  
   Darling Harbour.
Spelling  P. 8 
AO certain, crept, decided, finish, friends, once, steady, thought, while. yawned
2. a. thought  b. decided  c. certain  d. yawned  e. finish
3. a. once  b. while  c. steady  d. friends e. crept
4. a. easily  b. readily  c. happily  d. merrily  e. steadily
Writing P. 9
1. a. suggested  b. agreed  c. asked  d. replied  e. remarked  f. yawned   
 g. shouted  h. puffed
unit 2        Comets, Asteroids and Meteoroids       Information report
reading P. 10 
1. a. often  b. comets  c. to show the meaning of irregular   
 d. All of them may.   e. A flash of light sometimes called a ‘shooting star’.  
 f. They make no light of their own.  g. appear only once  h. to inform
2.  Asteroids can take several years to orbit the sun.  Asteroids bounce back   
 reflected sunlight. Meteoroids often burn up when they enter Earth’s   
 atmosphere.
grammar P. 11 
1.  a. shooting stars   b. uneven shapes   c. reflected sunlight   d. several years     
 e. long, irregular orbits  f. long, glowing  tails
2. a. noisy   b. six, toy   c. three, red    d. five, two   e. new, brick and tile
Sentences  P.11 
3. a. day, children, pool  b. friends, c. time, cloud, rain  d. fun  e. time, afternoon
Punctuation P.11 
4. a. Jupiter    b. Mars    c. Earth    d. Venus   e. Halley’s Comet
Spelling P.12 
AO appear, besides, disappear, irregular, materials, meteor, objects, orbit,   
 regular, whizz
2. a. disappear   b. irregular   c. materials   d. besides    e. meteor   f. appear
3. a. orbit   b. objects   c. regular   d. meteor   e. appear  4. a. object   b. reject    
 c. deject   d. subject   e. project   f. eject  5.  a. irregular  b. disappear
Writing P. 13 
1 and 2.  Teacher
unit 3  Amelia Earhart  Factual recount
Comprehension P. 14 
1. a. brave  b. She really wanted to fly.  c. she did it completely on her own   
 d. no-one knows  e. sure that she must follow her dream   
 f. how Amelia became interested in flying
2. a. When Amelia was caring for wounded pilots, she became interested in   
 flying.  b. She set a record for flying high.  c. Amelia’s wonderful achievement  
 was to fly solo across the Atlantic, faster than anyone had done it.  d. She   
 wanted to study the effects of long-distance travel on planes.  e. Teacher.   
 (Possible answer: Amelia showed that women could fly as well as men.)
grammar P. 15 
1. a. flew   b. bought   c. nursed   d. showed
2. a. looked  b. won  c. showed  d. bought   e. wanted   f. helper  g. made   
 h. flew    3. a. tried   b. were   c. flew   d. crashed   e. piloted   f. stayed
Sentences  P. 15
4. a. Amelia (S)  was (v) a famous flyer. (O)  b. She (S) was born(V) in Kansas. (O)    
 c. Amelia (S) took (V) flying lessons (O)   d. Amelia  (S) was (V) brave (O)
Punctuation P. 15 
5. a. The capital of Australia is Canberra.    
 b. The longest river in the World is the Nile.     c. I live in New South Wales.
Spelling  P. 16 
AO  bought, distance, famous, follow, happened, immediate, metres, possess,  
  wounded, young
2. a. young, bought   b. fam–ous, wound–ed, fol–low, pos–sess, dis–tance,   
 me–tres, hap–pened    c.im–med–i–ate
3. a. meny= many posess= possess  b. distence = distance, meters = metres,   
 c. wile – while, hapend = happened d. folo = follow, yung = young 
4. a. aerial  b. aeroplane  c. aerodrome  d. aerate
 

Writing  P. 17 
1 Teacher   
2. Several months after, Earlier,  The next day,  in a few weeks, Within two years
unit 4  The Time Machine  Advertisement
reading P. 18 
1. a. to think about buying a time machine  b. will give a calm trip   
 c. the machine is built of stainless steel  d. portholes  e. escape hatch   
 f. to show more features of the time machine  g. You can try the machine   
 before you buy. 
2. a. (Possible reasons: The improved shape will give a smooth trip.   
 The braking system will help it stop without jolts.  The extra-strong door will   
 give protection in any dangerous situation.  The escape hatch and  
 emergency communication system will help get out of dangerous situations.)   
 b. Teacher  c. Teacher d. Teacher
grammar P. 19 
1.  a. improved b. leather c. latest d. soft drink e. gold-toned f. extra strong 
 g. advanced braking  h. popular
Sentences  P. 19 
2.  a. fly  b. travels  c. Do  d. wins  e. come  f. run  g. swim
Punctuation P. 19 
3. a. Emma and Josie went to Brisbane for a holiday on Monday.
    b. It was too hot to go to Darwin in January so they went in July.
Spelling P. 20 
AO  advance, century, control, emerge, expect, industry, machine, model,   
   prevent, produce 
2. a. century   b. prevent   c. produce   d. control
3. a. advance  b. emerge   c. model, machine   d. industry   e. expect
4. a. industries  b. centuries  c. emergencies  d. stories  e. diaries  f. ferries
Writing P.21 
1 and 2. Teacher
unit 5  Cooking for Kids                 Procedure
reading P. 22 
1. a. You only need a teaspoon of vanilla.  b. add more water  c. a list  d. a fork   
 e. smooth and pale yellow  f. instruct  g. a cook book  h. children could make  
 this recipe by themselves
grammar  P.23 
1   a. roll  b. mix  c. add  d. place  e. put
2. a. Squeeze a lemon  and put the juice in a small bowl.  squeeze, put
 b. Dip a cotton bud in the juice and write a date on a label.  dip, write
 c. Tie a cover on the jar and  stick on a label.  tie, stick
 d. Cut the butter into small pieces and melt it in a small saucepan.  cut, melt
 e. Pour the mixture into a bowl and put it in the fridge for half an hour. pour, put
Sentences  P. 23 
3. a. Before they played soccer, the team had to register. Before they played soccer
 b. He ran to the bus stop because the bus was coming.     
 because the bus was coming
 c. How will you get to town if there is no public transport?  if there is no public  
 transport
 d. The girls were sewing dolls’ dresses, when they stopped for lunch.  when  
 they stopped for lunch
Punctuation P. 23 
4. a. I’ll   b. you’ll  c. I’m  d. don’t  e. it’s  f. wasn’t  g. you’re  h. won’t  i. he’s
Spelling P. 24
AO  description, mixture, pour, quick, sugar, tablespoon, teaspoon, together,   
 water, yellow   2. a. tea spoon  b. table spoon   3.a. to-get-her   
 b. ta – ble –spoon  c. des – crip -tion   4.a. quick b. together c. pour d. sugar  
 e. description  5.  a. poor b. steel c. paw d. pour e. steal
Writing P. 25 
1.   Correct Order of Steps = 2, 4, 1, 3, 5      2.   Teacher
unit 6  The Holiday  Poem
reading P. 26 
1. a. The problem isn’t solved.  b. She’s too young to worry.  c. ages and ages   
 d. Grandpa  e. 4  f. Lily  g. We Can’t Agree!  h. annoyed  i. work out   j. They  
 have trouble making decisions.  2. a. To the mountains.  b. Teacher  c. Teacher
grammar P. 27 
1. a. to stay  b. to hike  c. to ski  d. to sail
2. to go; overseas;  to visit; America; to travel ; to far away places;  
 across the ocean ; in the United States ; to hire; to drive around the country;  
 to visit; Disneyland
Sentences P. 27 
3.  a. to jump,  b. to re-arrange  c. to talk  d. to manage  e. to conquer
Punctuation  P.27 
4. a. no comma before or after ‘and’   b. comma before ‘but’     
 c. comma before ‘but’  d. no comma before or after ‘and’
Spelling  P.28 
AO ages, agree, anywhere, choose, cruise, everyone, holidays, mountain,   
 perhaps, wants
2. a. everyone  b. everyday  c. everybody  d. everywhere  e. everything 
3. a. choose  b. Perhaps  c. cruise  d. agree  e. mountain 
4. a. wonts = wants  b. chews = choose  c. crews = cruise  5. a. wear, where
Writing P. 29 
1. a. sea: flee, knee, agree  b. snow: throw, though, glow, below  c. say: clay,
away, weigh  d. choose: news, use, shoes, cruise  e. sail: nail, stale, whale
2. bees, knees, wish, fish, one, fun, sand, hand, storm, warm
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 e. long, irregular orbits  f. long, glowing  tails
2. a. noisy   b. six, toy   c. three, red    d. five, two   e. new, brick and tile
Sentences  P.11 
3. a. day, children, pool  b. friends, c. time, cloud, rain  d. fun  e. time, afternoon
Punctuation P.11 
4. a. Jupiter    b. Mars    c. Earth    d. Venus   e. Halley’s Comet
Spelling P.12 
AO appear, besides, disappear, irregular, materials, meteor, objects, orbit,   
 regular, whizz
2. a. disappear   b. irregular   c. materials   d. besides    e. meteor   f. appear
3. a. orbit   b. objects   c. regular   d. meteor   e. appear  4. a. object   b. reject    
 c. deject   d. subject   e. project   f. eject  5.  a. irregular  b. disappear
Writing P. 13 
1 and 2.  Teacher
unit 3  Amelia Earhart  Factual recount
Comprehension P. 14 
1. a. brave  b. She really wanted to fly.  c. she did it completely on her own   
 d. no-one knows  e. sure that she must follow her dream   
 f. how Amelia became interested in flying
2. a. When Amelia was caring for wounded pilots, she became interested in   
 flying.  b. She set a record for flying high.  c. Amelia’s wonderful achievement  
 was to fly solo across the Atlantic, faster than anyone had done it.  d. She   
 wanted to study the effects of long-distance travel on planes.  e. Teacher.   
 (Possible answer: Amelia showed that women could fly as well as men.)
grammar P. 15 
1. a. flew   b. bought   c. nursed   d. showed
2. a. looked  b. won  c. showed  d. bought   e. wanted   f. helper  g. made   
 h. flew    3. a. tried   b. were   c. flew   d. crashed   e. piloted   f. stayed
Sentences  P. 15
4. a. Amelia (S)  was (v) a famous flyer. (O)  b. She (S) was born(V) in Kansas. (O)    
 c. Amelia (S) took (V) flying lessons (O)   d. Amelia  (S) was (V) brave (O)
Punctuation P. 15 
5. a. The capital of Australia is Canberra.    
 b. The longest river in the World is the Nile.     c. I live in New South Wales.
Spelling  P. 16 
AO  bought, distance, famous, follow, happened, immediate, metres, possess,  
  wounded, young
2. a. young, bought   b. fam–ous, wound–ed, fol–low, pos–sess, dis–tance,   
 me–tres, hap–pened    c.im–med–i–ate
3. a. meny= many posess= possess  b. distence = distance, meters = metres,   
 c. wile – while, hapend = happened d. folo = follow, yung = young 
4. a. aerial  b. aeroplane  c. aerodrome  d. aerate
 

Writing  P. 17 
1 Teacher   
2. Several months after, Earlier,  The next day,  in a few weeks, Within two years
unit 4  The Time Machine  Advertisement
reading P. 18 
1. a. to think about buying a time machine  b. will give a calm trip   
 c. the machine is built of stainless steel  d. portholes  e. escape hatch   
 f. to show more features of the time machine  g. You can try the machine   
 before you buy. 
2. a. (Possible reasons: The improved shape will give a smooth trip.   
 The braking system will help it stop without jolts.  The extra-strong door will   
 give protection in any dangerous situation.  The escape hatch and  
 emergency communication system will help get out of dangerous situations.)   
 b. Teacher  c. Teacher d. Teacher
grammar P. 19 
1.  a. improved b. leather c. latest d. soft drink e. gold-toned f. extra strong 
 g. advanced braking  h. popular
Sentences  P. 19 
2.  a. fly  b. travels  c. Do  d. wins  e. come  f. run  g. swim
Punctuation P. 19 
3. a. Emma and Josie went to Brisbane for a holiday on Monday.
    b. It was too hot to go to Darwin in January so they went in July.
Spelling P. 20 
AO  advance, century, control, emerge, expect, industry, machine, model,   
   prevent, produce 
2. a. century   b. prevent   c. produce   d. control
3. a. advance  b. emerge   c. model, machine   d. industry   e. expect
4. a. industries  b. centuries  c. emergencies  d. stories  e. diaries  f. ferries
Writing P.21 
1 and 2. Teacher
unit 5  Cooking for Kids                 Procedure
reading P. 22 
1. a. You only need a teaspoon of vanilla.  b. add more water  c. a list  d. a fork   
 e. smooth and pale yellow  f. instruct  g. a cook book  h. children could make  
 this recipe by themselves
grammar  P.23 
1   a. roll  b. mix  c. add  d. place  e. put
2. a. Squeeze a lemon  and put the juice in a small bowl.  squeeze, put
 b. Dip a cotton bud in the juice and write a date on a label.  dip, write
 c. Tie a cover on the jar and  stick on a label.  tie, stick
 d. Cut the butter into small pieces and melt it in a small saucepan.  cut, melt
 e. Pour the mixture into a bowl and put it in the fridge for half an hour. pour, put
Sentences  P. 23 
3. a. Before they played soccer, the team had to register. Before they played soccer
 b. He ran to the bus stop because the bus was coming.     
 because the bus was coming
 c. How will you get to town if there is no public transport?  if there is no public  
 transport
 d. The girls were sewing dolls’ dresses, when they stopped for lunch.  when  
 they stopped for lunch
Punctuation P. 23 
4. a. I’ll   b. you’ll  c. I’m  d. don’t  e. it’s  f. wasn’t  g. you’re  h. won’t  i. he’s
Spelling P. 24
AO  description, mixture, pour, quick, sugar, tablespoon, teaspoon, together,   
 water, yellow   2. a. tea spoon  b. table spoon   3.a. to-get-her   
 b. ta – ble –spoon  c. des – crip -tion   4.a. quick b. together c. pour d. sugar  
 e. description  5.  a. poor b. steel c. paw d. pour e. steal
Writing P. 25 
1.   Correct Order of Steps = 2, 4, 1, 3, 5      2.   Teacher
unit 6  The Holiday  Poem
reading P. 26 
1. a. The problem isn’t solved.  b. She’s too young to worry.  c. ages and ages   
 d. Grandpa  e. 4  f. Lily  g. We Can’t Agree!  h. annoyed  i. work out   j. They  
 have trouble making decisions.  2. a. To the mountains.  b. Teacher  c. Teacher
grammar P. 27 
1. a. to stay  b. to hike  c. to ski  d. to sail
2. to go; overseas;  to visit; America; to travel ; to far away places;  
 across the ocean ; in the United States ; to hire; to drive around the country;  
 to visit; Disneyland
Sentences P. 27 
3.  a. to jump,  b. to re-arrange  c. to talk  d. to manage  e. to conquer
Punctuation  P.27 
4. a. no comma before or after ‘and’   b. comma before ‘but’     
 c. comma before ‘but’  d. no comma before or after ‘and’
Spelling  P.28 
AO ages, agree, anywhere, choose, cruise, everyone, holidays, mountain,   
 perhaps, wants
2. a. everyone  b. everyday  c. everybody  d. everywhere  e. everything 
3. a. choose  b. Perhaps  c. cruise  d. agree  e. mountain 
4. a. wonts = wants  b. chews = choose  c. crews = cruise  5. a. wear, where
Writing P. 29 
1. a. sea: flee, knee, agree  b. snow: throw, though, glow, below  c. say: clay,
away, weigh  d. choose: news, use, shoes, cruise  e. sail: nail, stale, whale
2. bees, knees, wish, fish, one, fun, sand, hand, storm, warm
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